
A Guide to the Elements 
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1. Water 

 

This is the calm black rill, 

whose channel banks are pebbled  

with yellow snails, 

whose flow kids dam  

and disrupt  

 

  with Pooh sticks snuck  

   from their parents’ pockets: 

 

 coffee stirrers, builders’ pencils, 

 rolled receipts, ripped business cards. 

 

Six floors down, the tide is ebbing, 

 like someone tipped the city to the right 

  and the Thames is draining out. 

 

 Midsummer garden pilgrims  

  pull up the hoods 

   of their grass and mud and rose- 

   coloured coats; 

    

 pay no attention 

 

  to the rain. 

 

 

2. Air 

 

This is a high space  

 carved out of concrete 

  and softened with fog. 

 

 Fog  

 

  focuses a view near-sightedly 

 

 burning off by noon. 

 

 This is the sun 

 

on the hand in front of your face, 

  on the glass and silver roof-top rail, 

 



on the wharves across the river, 

  the postcard views 

 of bridge and Shard and dome, 

 

and London’s last defensive line  

 in the hills on the horizon. 

 

Your head is in the clouds 

 

but you can still see home. 

 

 

3. Leaves 

 

This is how the garden grows: 

 twenty five varieties of veg, 

  five of tomato alone  

 

 for a salad or sauce or soup of 

 

  Crimée Noir 

  Black Cherry 

  Indigo Rose 

  Sungold 

  and Ferline. 

 

Someone clips 

 box hedges and lawn stripes 

  straight as the lines in a ledger 

 

   and each strip finishes 

   with a Japanese iris, 

 

  a perfect bloom  

 like the balanced total of a sum  

at the bottom of a column. 

 

 

4. Birds 

 

A category as wide-winged 

 as a roof garden is open. 

 

  Twitchers, did you spot bird one:  

  the city flyer, pinstriped  

  in brown and mustard 

  checking the service 

  in his five star bee hotel 

 

 



   or two: the wild bird? 

   Crow fades to pigeon fades to seagull 

   on an eighth floor cliff, all wary of 

 

    three: the birds of prey 

    in charge of security, 

    stropped beaks and razor feet 

    the sign of their authority. 

 

Note type four:  

the tin bird in its small flock,  

its impossible complex flight 

and the feathers 

it sheds in the sky -  

red, white and blue. 

 

 

5. Work 

 

This is a staff meeting: 

 an agenda with bullet points, 

  the presentation of the quarterly accounts. 

 

 The bird man 

  with a hawk on his suited arm 

 reports a rise, a warm air upswing 

  caught and ridden by a peregrine. 

 

  The chef, with one thought overboard 

   across the river to The Golden Hinde, 

  is working on a project 

   to bring back ancient herbs to the canteen – 

  sorrel, lovage, and marjoram. 

 

   Feedback on the competition tells 

    of offices where money trees  

   and spider plants are swept from the desks.  

 

 

  In a meadow on a roof 

   Angel Lane traders take their lunch 

  and find their bonus in the vegetable patch. 

 

 The phone rings. 

  Each bean shoot beeps, 

   each seedling trills with news. 

 

 The switchboard ladies are putting you through. 

     
 


